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PREFACE 

This thesis stems from an original thought, and that is Montana and its 

most precious natural resourse: WATER. Developing the potential for the 

preservation, economic uses, or even aesthetic purposes seemed a natural 

for the situation in Livingston, Montana. With the presence of the 

Yellowstone River immediately within grasp, this was the beginning of 

an idea. This idea grew into many phases which have themselves developed 

into multiples. 

The people of Livingston live so close, yet are so unattached with this 

situation; imagine - a river flowing outside their back doors. 

This thesis is a step to help the people realize the potential for at 

least one alternative toward an am^ienity of having the river flow out 

their front doors! 

The direction of this thesis continued to branch and have taken in the 

consideration of not only the environmental factor of the river, yet 



the goals of the people to help them best relate themselves and with this 

natural resourse. 

Another environmental factor came into light as research and experiences 

grew. The presence of the wind in Livingston is one with un-parallelled 

potent ial. 

The main objective of this thesis as now understood is to understand 

the existing conditions and create a situation more conducive toward an 

enjoyable existance within the community. To create a uniqueness that 

can become a part of each and every person that experiences this 

redevelopment is as unique as the criteria it was founded by. 

Although portions of the research and development stages were gathered 

as a joint effort, all the statements, understanding, and conclusions 

are totally of my belief. 
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THE PAST 

Livingston, Montana was officially founded in 1882, when on 

December 1 the Northern Pacific Railroad sent out a construction 

train to begin laying out the town streets. It was not until 

three weeks later that the plat of the new town was entered in 

the records of Gallatin County. 

Four miles down the river a town had already begun and by the 

time the railroad had arrived, Clark City had a population of 

five hundred citizens. There were six general stores, two 

hotels, thirty saloons and fourteen other businesses. 

Railroad officials had definite ideas about calling their town 

"Livingston". It was named after Johnston Livingston, a pioneer 

Northern Pacific director and the main stockholder in the 

railroad. After all the streets were laid out most of the 

people from Clark City moved up river to Livingston. 
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THE ENTERPRISE PLANT 

The Enterprise has been in continuous publication since June 4, 1883, when it was 
started^by Geo. H. Wright. It occupied this building at the corner of Park and 
2nd until 1919, when it moved to its present location. Earliest newspaper of the 
town was the Livingston Gazette, first published December 19, 1882, by C. A. Carson 
Most of the front page was taken up with an article eulogizing the new city as the 
Key to the World of Wonders (Yellowstone Park), surrounded by illimitable pastures 
and natural supply point for mamoth fields of coal, gold and silver mines. 



YELLOWSTONE GOLF CLUB HOUSE 

Of this club in 1902, Rocky Mountain Magazine said, "The organization has done much 
for the entertainment of members and visitors and tourists who have availed themselves 
of the generously tendered use of the clubhouse and the links, which are the best in 
the West." The site, obviously rural at that period, is packed with residences now. 
This clubhouse at 124 South 7th, purchased by Ben Smi~h and remodeled on its location, 
is now a private residence. 



FIRE, DEC. 16, 1913 

An alarm turned in by^the night clerk of the Park Hotel at U a.m. heralded one of the 
Tv\XDrbt conflagrations in Livingston — burning of the Miles block. How liremen and 
volunteers were able to control it was a wonder, for the wind from the west hurled 
big chunks of wood as far as two city blocks. As shown, the banking moms and vaults 
of the First State Rank remained uninjured, but Dr. S. C. Pierre lost over $600 worth 
of artificial teeth in his office safe. 



CALLEIMDER STREET, 1912 

Confarr's Model T stood in front of his jewelry store. Second awning marked the 
Grigsby Shoe Store. A Grigsby Shoe Store burned out with the 130 Post Office block 
fire which heralded the building of this Park Hotel. The junior partner of the 
present firm is the fourth generation of Gribsby's in footwear. A century ago, before 
the days of factory-made shoes, great grandfather was a bootmaker, traveling with his 
lasts from family to family and making their supply of shoes while he lived with them. 
Here Jake Maiin's Saloon occupied the corner to the left. Joyland was established 
there in 1925, and in 1951 the Vicars moved in the drags from the location or. south 
Main, where brothers Lawrence and James first dispensed them from a Viscars Drug 
Store in 1909. 



CITY HALL, 190Q 

In 1896 a $10,000 bond issue was floated to provide this building, which was to house 
the city offices and the equipment of the Volunteer Fire Co., formed the following 
year with Pete Nelson as the chief. The City's first fire fighting apparatus was one 
hand-drawn hose cart, but in 1900 the 28 volunteers had the following equipment: one 
team, one hose wagon, one set double harness, two hose carts, one complete hook and 
ladder truck and 2,200 feet of 2 h-in. cotton hose. Livingston had many disastrous 
fires in early days. In 1898 note was made that the alarm was given by firing a 
revolver. 



CORNER OF PARK AND MAIN 

The most desirable site in early Livingston was occupied by the National Park Bank and 
the Albemarle Hotel, both among the finest buildings of their kind when erected in 
1886. When, during the Panic of 1893, this bank was closed for a few months, Park 
County was left without a single bank. Notice was made in the paper in 1883 that Vice 
President Fogarty and Cashier Ward of the First National Bank (one of the first in 
Livingston) were kept very busy signing the notes of the bank which had arrived about 
a month after its opening. 



FLOUR MILL, 19QO 

Built during 1898 of native stone, this building housed the machinery to produce 75 
barrels of flour per day. It was operated by a UO-horse electric motor in the days 
when steam power was the rule. Old Faithful, Yellowstone, Tourist and other brands 
were products of this mill under the management of A. W. Miles, Wm. Grabow and Frank 
Huot. In 1919 the Park Milling Company was producing 200 barrels per day of Gateway 
Flour. 



HEFFERLIN OPERA HOUSE 

C. S. Hefferiin — who came to Livingston as ticket agent in 1883, organized the 
Merchants Bank in 1889, and was identified with such enterprises as the Electric 
Light Plant and the Livingston Fouring Mill -- constructed "This monument of beauty, 
convenience and comfort to the pleasure-loving public" in 1892. Among the many note
worthy programs staged here was a concert by the master musician John P. Sousa and 
his entire band in October, 1902. The building also housed the bank and telephone 
exchange. 



EAST SIDE OF NORTH MAIN, 1900 

A look at this street today will show how many of these substantial brick structures 
still stand with the same facade. Fourth tall building from the right still bears a 
"Frank Clothing" sign, oldest business name to have stayed in Livingston, though without 
the Frank family. The first issue of the enterprise carried the news that Henry Frank, 
who moved from Clark City, shipped a stock of clothing to Cooke City. Farthest right of 
the stores was that of the three Hefferlin brothers who stocked groceries and dry gcods. 
In 1898 and 1899 they established stores at Frideley and Trail Creek and carried on a 
mil order business. They had mining interests on the Boulder and at Castle. 
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WEST SIDE OF NORTH MAIN, 1SOO 

The building to the left housed the extensive stock which the three Thompson brothers 
carried in groceries, dry goods and household furnishings. They also owned the 
Albemarle Hotel at that time. Along this street was Potter's Photographic Gallery. 
Midway in the area shown is the location where progress clothing was started. In 1914 
Charles Landes started his clothing business and conducted for 35 years. It was in 
1904 when cement sidewalks were built along here; ten years later the street was paved. 
Along this street 20 negro troopers from Ft. Missoula, bicycling to St. Louis, stopped 
in 1897 during their 4,000-mile round trip. 



MAIN STREET BRIDGE, 1900 

You are looking north across the bridge which, with HarvatTs, accommodated all the 
traffic into town from the east. The Yellowstone here was carrying the main channel 
of water; now only a trickle of water goes through this route. Such small clearance 
was there between the bridge and the water that on an occasion when Dr. F. M. Nelson's 
horse ran away on Yellowstone Street and carried the buggy into the river, the seat 
of the buggy was knocked off as it floated under the bridge. The bridge was redecked 
and replaced many times. In 1919 there was located at the foot of the bridge a 
campground so attractive that tourists named it "Linger Longer". 
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THE PRESENT 

Livingston is located in southcentral Montana, forty-five miles 

north of Yellowstone Park. It is the county seat of Park County, 

much of which is devoted to farming, ranching, lumber production 

and recreation. 

Today, Livingston is a modern community comprised of a hospital, 

a radio station, newspapers, churches, many industrial and 

commercial interests and two other natural features which can be 

classified as being potentially unique; the Yellowstone River 

and the presence of a constant wind. All of these variables are 

essential toward the development of the area. 

The growth of Livingston and Park County is depicted graphically 

in the following pages. Livingston, being the major urban 

center of the county, showed steady growth in population up to 

1960 at a rate approximating that of the state. The most rapid 



period of growth occurred between 1900 and 1910. Then, Livingston 

increased proportionately to the county until 1950. Since that 

time Livingston has shown decline, due not to a decrease in the 

rate of urbanization in the total county, but to an increase in 

suburban residential growth outside and adjacent to the city. 

With prosperous times returning to the community, a fresh outlook 

as toward it's progressive development is enevitable. 
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THE RIVER 

The Yellowstone River has a length of 440 miles. The basin has a 

maximum width of 320 miles and an area of 70,400 square miles; which 

includes much of northcentral Wyoming, southeastern Montana, and a small 

portion of western North Dakota. It is bounded by the Rocky Mountains 

on the west, the Missouri Basin on the north, the Little Missouri and 

Cheyenne Basins on the east, and the Platte Basin on the south. The 

river has four major tributaries and numerous minor tributaries. 

The authorized comprehensive plan for flood protection for the 

Yellowstone River Basin consists of thirty-one reservoirs; seven of 

the reservoirs are completed and in operation. 

The name Yellowstone comes from a combination of tongues. The Indians 

called it Mi-tsi-a-da-zi or Rock Yellow River. French fur trappers used 

the name Roche Jaune or Pierre Jaune which means Yellow Rock or Yellowstone. 



HIGH WATER, 1318 

This washout of the $15,000 Harvat Bridge occurred on June 17. By it and a washout 
six or eight feet deep on the road between Springdale and the Springdale Bridge the 
Mission Country was entirely cut off from Livingston. 





THE SITE 

The site is located on the southeast end of Livingston, it consists 

of the Livingston Island and Main Street from Park Avenue to 

Geyser Street. Included is the surrounding areas effected by 

these basic set parameters.. See map on the following page, and 

in the succeeding pages are visual graphics of the site conditions. 
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CLIMATOLOGY 

At Livingston, the valley broadens considerably and the river 

turns roughly eastward. The contours of the valley contribute 

greatly to the famous "Chinook" winds that occur several times 

each winter in the upper reaches of the Yellowstone Valley, 

including Livingston. 

Winters of the area generally have some cold spells, but it is 

during this season that the remarkable warming effect of the 

Yellowstone "Chinook" winds are noted. Cold air invasions 

occur a few times each winter, but they are short-lived in face 

of the south-southeast winds that develop, usually a day or two 

later, blowing downstream passed Livingston. Although these 

winds do become strong at times, they sometimes produce temperature 

rises of as much as 50° to 60° in 24 hours. Mild winter weather 

is fairly common in the Livingston area. 



Annual snowfall is not very large and due to the frequent winter 

"Chinooks", snow seldom lays on the ground for more than a few days 

at a time. 





CONTOURS 

Due to the availability of adequate maps only twenty-foot contour 

intervals are shown. There is a sharp eighty-foot drop in 

elevation on the west-northwest side of the city from Summit 

to Park Street. Then it flattens out with only a forty-foot drop 

from Park Street to the Yellowstone River. 





SOILS 

The soils within the limits of the city are of four types and 

correspond with the soils map. 

BC - BEAVERELL-ATTEWAN COMPLEX 

Consists of sixty percent Beaverell gravelly clay loam and about 

thirty percent is Attewan clay loam. Surface run off is slow and 

the water erosion hazard is slight. The wind erosion hazard is 

moderate. This soil is suited to range use and if irrigated it 

is suited for pasture and hay. 

FU - FLUVAQUENTS AND TORRIFLUENTS 

Consists of mainly fine sandy loams, but some are loam, and 

gravelly sandy loam. Vegetation in undeveloped areas are mainly 

cottonwoods, willows, rosebush and various grasses. 



HA - HARLEM CLAY LOAM 

The surface layer is loam or clay loam with gravely loam materials 

below forty inches. Surface runoff is medium or slow and the 

water erosion hazard is slight or moderate. The wind erosion is 

moderate. It is suited mainly to irrigated hay, pasture and small 

grain. 

KA - KIWANIS-RIVERA 

Consists of sixty percent Kiwanis fine sandy loam and thirty 

percent Rivra gravelly loam. Surface runoff is slow and water 

erosion is slight. It is suited mainly to range and tame pasture. 
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FLOOD PLAIN 

The plain is divided into two areas that which allows construction — 

the flood fringe — and that which construction is prohibited — the 

flood way. Records show that the peak annual floods on the 

Yellowstone River have occured during May and June. These floods 

have been historically due to mountain snow melt supplemented 

in part by rainfall. 
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ARTERIAL STREETS 

The streets are classified according to the transportation and 

service functions they perform. 

FREEWAY 

Provides for efficient movement of large volumes of through 

traffic between communities and regions. 

PRIMARY 

Provides for through traffic movement to and around the city 

along with connecting major highways and freeways. 

COMMUNITY 

Provides for movement within and through the city. 

COLLECTOR 

Provides for traffic movement between arterials and local streets, 

also provides access to abutting property. 
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LAND USE 

Land use is the key element of planning for Livingston. It 

translates the goals and objectives developed by the planning 

board into a general guide for future development. It guides 

public development by locating areas where utilities and services 

will need to be extended in the future and by establishing the 

types of intensities of development in those areas. Although 

land use planning is primarily physical planning, the goals are 

often social, and range from values of health, safety, welfare 

and beauty. 
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THE DESIGN 

A redevelopment of the existing conditions in Livingston can be broken 

down into several catagories. Upon the following pages exist various 

facits of the total project. The Overall Redevelopment Plan for 

the downtown and the Livingston Island presents the whole picture. 

It is from this master plan that the main emphasis of the thesis work 

exists. The redevelopment of the downtown area, the redevelopment of the 

Island, the introduction of the golf course and the work done toward the 

development of the wind resourse are depicted individually. 

The main objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

To create in the Mall Area a well-defined urban setting in scale with the 

needs of the pedestrian and organized around a compact effective 

commercial core. 

To provide a circualtion pattern that will permit traffic with destination 

in the Mall Area to reach it and circulate within it easily and without 

conflicts, and traffic with destination beyond the Mall area to bypass 

it without creating congestion or hazard. 



To provide for adequate and properly located parking facilities to that 

people coming to the Mall Area by car may reach their destination most 
/ 

conveniently. 

To create for the Mall Area a definite sense of place and identity by 

developing interesting focal points and a well defined and coordinated 

urban organization and scale. 

To enhance and take advantage of the natural physical features adjacent 

to the Mall Area by making them a part of the man-made physical 

environment. 

To retain and strenghten as much as possible the existing urban 

elements public and private, that constitute a major investment in 

physical assets. 



To preserve, whenever possible, existing structures and clusters of 

buildings which have historic or architectural significance and to 

attempt to give a visual variety of character to the area by the proper 

planning of new structures. 

To provide a greater variety of residential accommodations and amenities 

within and adjacent to the area of concern and the Mall. 
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ISLAND 

The objectives of the design for the redevelopment on the Livingston 

Island are the following: to provide adequate recreation and open-space 

facilities for each segment of the community, and to preserve the 

natural features and conserve the natural resources for the benefit of 

the community, the area and its visitors. 

There has long been considerable community interest in the development 

of the Livingston Island, as the center for community social and 

recreational activities. The Island offers an outstanding opportunity 

to preserve and enhance the natural setting of Livingston and its 

relationship to the Yellowstone River. Because of the importance 

attached to proper development of Livingston Island the following 

recomendations are suggested: 

City acquisition of junkyard 

City acquisition of private campground 

To cleanup and dredge the Livingston slough and then develop it with 

naturalistic scenic walks, bikeways and trails 



To renovate the civic auditorium to serve as a community Fishing 

Museum and educational cultural center 

Relocation of fairgrounds to the northeast side of town 

expansion of the golf course to eighteen holes 
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RIVER WALKS 

The following image drawings represent unique conditions which have the 

potential for existance along the redeveloped area of the Yellowstone 

River. 
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CONCLUSION 

The knowledge gained while participating with the potential of this 

thesis is one that is satisfying and greatly rewarding. Time will 

continue to reveal the value it has given to me. 

Hopefully some of the guidelines, concepts, and ideas expressed will 

be utilized someday. They were all intended to portray a real and 

life-like situation capable of present existance. 

Expression of ideas and drawings only skimmes the surface toward the 

representation of how this thesis could continue to evolve. People 

in their environment: it is a design criteria we as architects are 

continually attempting to understand. 

Above all it was fun! 
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